Our user interface design
The design of a good user interface is a large and complex job, and we are only at
its beginning. The purpose of our preliminary design is to be a good start to a
conversation with people using the PlaNET facilities and experts in user interface
design. It will be developed further as part of our Planetmakers PlaNET proof-ofconcept discussions.
Our preliminary user interface design shows a set of screens illustrating the major
features of the PlaNET software. It highlights two key features:
1.

to show an app that brings the relationship between people to the forefront,
including trust and reputation, and that makes it easy for groups to work
eﬀectively on a ‘commons’ basis.

2.

to show how users control their own data: how diﬀerent proﬁles can be
shown to diﬀerent groups, and how they have ﬁne-grained control of what
they receive.

Our User Interface Design was prepared for Planetmakers by Adam Zahler, of
Function to Form. Of the various screens developed, we will highlight three here
that show the key features above.

Some general considerations
We want a design that contains features that users see as familiar, easily
understandable, and consistent. All of the screens have a consistent header with a
search ﬁeld and a few icons giving key actions. They all use a left sidebar for
navigation, which can expand or contract in accordance with what is shown in the
main column.

A personal profile
The point of the personal proﬁle is to give the user a clear sense of the person they
are looking at, and their connection with others. The screen shown below has a
clean, simple design, with a space for a heading photo.
It prominently shows their reputation, speciﬁcally for care of people and care of
planet. The icons and star ratings will also appear on all transactions in the PlaNET
social marketplace, as when they are buying, selling, or giving or receiving favours.
The star ratings on this screen are the average rating they have received over all
such transactions. There may be the possibility of putting a time frame on that (as
last month, last year).
Beneath that are ‘badges’ that are meant to highlight voluntary work or favours
done for others. Organisations that are part of a PlaNET community will have the
ability to award badges to their volunteers, so that they will be seen as desirable
people to be oﬀered favours in the gift economy part of the social marketplace.

Group opening screen
The opening screen for a group gives you a quick snapshot of what is happening in
the group. From the group’s home screen, their main, day-to-day activities will be
linked from one of the three main tabs: Social, which takes them to the PlaNET
social action network for discussions, Exchange: for the social marketplace which
has oﬀers and wants, and Accounts, which will show them their transactions with
others in the group, and which is where their reputation and ratings on each
transaction will be shown.
Other than the main daily activities, for the health and eﬀective functioning of the
group as a Commons, there is the Metasystem, which is shown as the ﬁve icons
within the group’s main photo: WhoWeAre, Commons, Peacemakers, Synergy and
Direction. For any of these where there has been new activity, there is a small
number indicating how many new activities there are. These might include, for
example, new members, a new vote for decision making, changes to policy or
future plans.

Fine control of your own data
In our present centralised, commercial platforms (FaceBook, Amazon, etc.) all your
personal data is owned and controlled by the platform, and is mined for
information that can be sold to advertisers or others. In contrast to this, in the
Holochain world, all your data is stored securely on local servers, under the control
of the community, and every user and every group can control who sees their
data. This can be one to a ﬁne degree of detail, if desired.
We have made a start to this in our proﬁle screen, which shows (in the
background) a choice of three options: keep private, show friends, show publicly.
Then there are ‘advanced privacy settings’ that give you even more detailed control
of diﬀerent items.

In conclusion
The purpose of our user interface design is to enable users to interact eﬃciently,
with trust and credibility, to maximise success in achieving the goals of PlaNET to
build more collaborative, sustainable communities. The user interface is a
template, a guide that enables users to achieve these goals without having to
understand any theories of how to do this. Everything about the user interface
should make this management of processes as seamless as possible from the
user's perspective.

